Abstract-Statistics from security firms, research institutions and government organizations show that the number of data-leak instances have grown rapidly in recent years. Among various data-leak cases, human mistakes are one of the main causes of data loss. There exist solutions detecting inadvertent sensitive data leaks caused by human mistakes and to provide alerts for organizations. A common approach is to screen content in storage and transmission for exposed sensitive information. Such an approach usually requires the detection operation to be conducted in secrecy. However, this secrecy requirement is challenging to satisfy in practice, as detection servers may be compromised or outsourced. In this paper, we present a privacypreserving data-leak detection (DLD) solution to solve the issue where a special set of sensitive data digests is used in detection. The advantage of our method is that it enables the data owner to safely delegate the detection operation to a semihonest provider without revealing the sensitive data to the provider. We describe how Internet service providers can offer their customers DLD as an add-on service with strong privacy guarantees. The evaluation results show that our method can support accurate detection with very small number of false alarms under various data-leak scenarios.
of sensitive data patterns. DPI is a technique to analyze payloads of IP/TCP packets for inspecting application layer data, e.g., HTTP header/content. Alerts are triggered when the amount of sensitive data found in traffic passes a threshold. The detection system can be deployed on a router or integrated into existing network intrusion detection systems (NIDS).
Straightforward realizations of data-leak detection require the plaintext sensitive data. However, this requirement is undesirable, as it may threaten the confidentiality of the sensitive information. If a detection system is compromised, then it may expose the plaintext sensitive data (in memory). In addition, the data owner may need to outsource the data-leak detection to providers, but may be unwilling to reveal the plaintext sensitive data to them. Therefore, one needs new data-leak detection solutions that allow the providers to scan content for leaks without learning the sensitive information.
In this paper, we propose a data-leak detection solution which can be outsourced and be deployed in a semihonest detection environment. We design, implement, and evaluate our fuzzy fingerprint technique that enhances data privacy during data-leak detection operations. Our approach is based on a fast and practical one-way computation on the sensitive data (SSN records, classified documents, sensitive emails, etc.). It enables the data owner to securely delegate the content-inspection task to DLD providers without exposing the sensitive data. Using our detection method, the DLD provider, who is modeled as an honest-but-curious (aka semi-honest) adversary, can only gain limited knowledge about the sensitive data from either the released digests, or the content being inspected. Using our techniques, an Internet service provider (ISP) can perform detection on its customers' traffic securely and provide data-leak detection as an add-on service for its customers. In another scenario, individuals can mark their own sensitive data and ask the administrator of their local network to detect data leaks for them.
In our detection procedure, the data owner computes a special set of digests or fingerprints from the sensitive data and then discloses only a small amount of them to the DLD provider. The DLD provider computes fingerprints from network traffic and identifies potential leaks in them. To prevent the DLD provider from gathering exact knowledge about the sensitive data, the collection of potential leaks is composed of real leaks and noises. It is the data owner, who post-processes the potential leaks sent back by the DLD provider and determines whether there is any real data leak.
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In this paper, we present details of our solution and provide extensive experimental evidences and theoretical analyses to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We describe a privacy-preserving data-leak detection model for preventing inadvertent data leak in network traffic. Our model supports detection operation delegation and ISPs can provide data-leak detection as an add-on service to their customers using our model. We design, implement, and evaluate an efficient technique, fuzzy fingerprint, for privacy-preserving data-leak detection. Fuzzy fingerprints are special sensitive data digests prepared by the data owner for release to the DLD provider. 2) We implement our detection system and perform extensive experimental evaluation on 2.6 GB Enron dataset, Internet surfing traffic of 20 users, and also 5 simulated real-world data-leak scenarios to measure its privacy guarantee, detection rate and efficiency. Our results indicate high accuracy achieved by our underlying scheme with very low false positive rate. Our results also show that the detection accuracy does not degrade much when only partial (sampled) sensitive-data digests are used. In addition, we give an empirical analysis of our fuzzification as well as of the fairness of fingerprint partial disclosure.
II. MODEL AND OVERVIEW
We abstract the privacy-preserving data-leak detection problem with a threat model, a security goal and a privacy goal. First we describe the two most important players in our abstract model: the organization (i.e., data owner) and the data-leak detection (DLD) provider.
• Organization owns the sensitive data and authorizes the DLD provider to inspect the network traffic from the organizational networks for anomalies, namely inadvertent data leak. However, the organization does not want to directly reveal the sensitive data to the provider.
• DLD provider inspects the network traffic for potential data leaks. The inspection can be performed offline without causing any real-time delay in routing the packets. However, the DLD provider may attempt to gain knowledge about the sensitive data. We describe the security and privacy goals in Section II-A and Section II-B.
A. Security Goal and Threat Model
We categorize three causes for sensitive data to appear on the outbound traffic of an organization, including the legitimate data use by the employees.
• Case I Inadvertent data leak: The sensitive data is accidentally leaked in the outbound traffic by a legitimate user. This paper focuses on detecting this type of accidental data leaks over supervised network channels. Inadvertent data leak may be due to human errors such as forgetting to use encryption, carelessly forwarding an internal email and attachments to outsiders, or due to application flaws (such as described in [12] ). A supervised network channel could be an unencrypted channel or an encrypted channel where the content in it can be extracted and checked by an authority. Such a channel is widely used for advanced NIDS where MITM (man-in-the-middle) SSL sessions are established instead of normal SSL sessions [13] .
• Case II Malicious data leak: A rogue insider or a piece of stealthy software may steal sensitive personal or organizational data from a host. Because the malicious adversary can use strong private encryption, steganography or covert channels to disable content-based traffic inspection, this type of leaks is out of the scope of our network-based solution. Host-based defenses (such as detecting the infection onset [14] ) need to be deployed instead.
• Case III Legitimate and intended data transfer: The sensitive data is sent by a legitimate user intended for legitimate purposes. In this paper, we assume that the data owner is aware of legitimate data transfers and permits such transfers. So the data owner can tell whether a piece of sensitive data in the network traffic is a leak using legitimate data transfer policies. The security goal in this paper is to detect Case I leaks, that is inadvertent data leaks over supervised network channels. In other words, we aim to discover sensitive data appearance in network traffic over supervised network channels. We assume that: i) plaintext data in supervised network channels can be extracted for inspection; ii) the data owner is aware of legitimate data transfers (Case III); and iii) whenever sensitive data is found in network traffic, the data owner can decide whether or not it is a data leak. Network-based security approaches are ineffective against data leaks caused by malware or rogue insiders as in Case II, because the intruder may use strong encryption when transmitting the data, and both the encryption algorithm and the key could be unknown to the DLD provider.
B. Privacy Goal and Threat Model
To prevent the DLD provider from gaining knowledge of sensitive data during the detection process, we need to set up a privacy goal that is complementary to the security goal above. We model the DLD provider as a semi-honest adversary, who follows our protocol to carry out the operations, but may attempt to gain knowledge about the sensitive data of the data owner. Our privacy goal is defined as follows. The DLD provider is given digests of sensitive data from the data owner and the content of network traffic to be examined. The DLD provider should not find out the exact value of a piece of sensitive data with a probability greater than 1 K , where K is an integer representing the number of all possible sensitive-data candidates that can be inferred by the DLD provider.
We present a privacy-preserving DLD model with a new fuzzy fingerprint mechanism to improve the data protection against semi-honest DLD provider. We generate digests of sensitive data through a one-way function, and then hide the sensitive values among other non-sensitive values via fuzzification. The privacy guarantee of such an approach is much higher than 1 K when there is no leak in traffic, because the adversary's inference can only be gained through brute-force guesses.
The traffic content is accessible by the DLD provider in plaintext. Therefore, in the event of a data leak, the DLD provider may learn sensitive information from the traffic, which is inevitable for all deep packet inspection approaches. Our solution confines the amount of maximal information learned during the detection and provides quantitative guarantee for data privacy.
C. Overview of Privacy-Enhancing DLD
Our privacy-preserving data-leak detection method supports practical data-leak detection as a service and minimizes the knowledge that a DLD provider may gain during the process. Fig. 1 lists the six operations executed by the data owner and the DLD provider in our protocol. They include PREPROCESS run by the data owner to prepare the digests of sensitive data, RELEASE for the data owner to send the digests to the DLD provider, MONITOR and DETECT for the DLD provider to collect outgoing traffic of the organization, compute digests of traffic content, and identify potential leaks, REPORT for the DLD provider to return data-leak alerts to the data owner where there may be false positives (i.e., false alarms), and POSTPROCESS for the data owner to pinpoint true data-leak instances. Details are presented in the next section.
The protocol is based on strategically computing data similarity, specifically the quantitative similarity between the sensitive information and the observed network traffic. High similarity indicates potential data leak. For data-leak detection, the ability to tolerate a certain degree of data transformation in traffic is important. We refer to this property as noise tolerance. Our key idea for fast and noise-tolerant comparison is the design and use of a set of local features that are representatives of local data patterns, e.g., when byte b 2 appears in the sensitive data, it is usually surrounded by bytes b 1 and b 3 forming a local pattern b 1 , b 2 , b 3 . Local features preserve data patterns even when modifications (insertion, deletion, and substitution) are made to parts of the data. For example, if a byte b 4 is inserted after b 3 , the local pattern b 1 , b 2 , b 3 is retained though the global pattern (e.g., a hash of the entire document) is destroyed. To achieve the privacy goal, the data owner generates a special type of digests, which we call fuzzy fingerprints. Intuitively, the purpose of fuzzy fingerprints is to hide the true sensitive data in a crowd. It prevents the DLD provider from learning its exact value. We describe the technical details next.
III. FUZZY FINGERPRINT METHOD AND PROTOCOL
We describe technical details of our fuzzy fingerprint mechanism in this section.
A. Shingles and Fingerprints
The DLD provider obtains digests of sensitive data from the data owner. The data owner uses a sliding window and Rabin fingerprint algorithm [15] to generate short and hardto-reverse (i.e., one-way) digests through the fast polynomial modulus operation. The sliding window generates small fragments of the processed data (sensitive data or network traffic), which preserves the local features of the data and provides the noise tolerance property. Rabin fingerprints are computed as polynomial modulus operations, and can be implemented with fast XOR, shift, and table look-up operations. The Rabin fingerprint algorithm has a unique min-wise independence property [16] , which supports fast random fingerprints selection (in uniform distribution) for partial fingerprints disclosure.
The shingle-and-fingerprint process is defined as follows. A sliding window is used to generate q-grams on an input binary string first. The fingerprints of q-grams are then computed.
A shingle (q-gram) is a fixed-size sequence of contiguous bytes. For example, the 3-gram shingle set of string abcdefgh consists of six elements {abc, bcd, cde, def, efg, fgh}. Local feature preservation is accomplished through the use of shingles. Therefore, our approach can tolerate sensitive data modification to some extent, e.g., inserted tags, small amount of character substitution, and lightly reformatted data. The use of shingles for finding duplicate web documents first appeared in [17] and [18] .
The use of shingles alone does not satisfy the one-wayness requirement. Rabin fingerprint is utilized to satisfy such requirement after shingling. In fingerprinting, each shingle is treated as a polynomial q(x). Each coefficient of q(x), i.e., c i (0 < i < k), is one bit in the shingle. q(x) is mod by a selected irreducible polynomial p(x). The process shown in (1) maps a k-bit shingle into a p f -bit fingerprint f where the degree of p(x) is p f + 1.
From the detection perspective, a straightforward method is for the DLD provider to raise an alert if any sensitive fingerprint matches the fingerprints from the traffic. 1 However, this approach has a privacy issue. If there is a data leak, there is a match between two fingerprints from sensitive data and network traffic. Then, the DLD provider learns the corresponding shingle, as it knows the content of the packet. Therefore, the central challenge is to prevent the DLD provider from learning the sensitive values even in data-leak scenarios, while allowing the provider to carry out the traffic inspection.
We propose an efficient technique to address this problem. The main idea is to relax the comparison criteria by strategically introducing matching instances on the DLD provider's side without increasing false alarms for the data owner. Specifically, i) the data owner perturbs the sensitive-data fingerprints before disclosing them to the DLD provider, and ii) the DLD provider detects leaking by a range-based comparison instead of the exact match. The range used in the comparison is pre-defined by the data owner and correlates to the perturbation procedure. We define the notions of fuzzy length and fuzzy set next and then describe how they are used in our detailed protocol in Section III-B.
Definition 1: Given a p f -bit-long fingerprint f , the fuzzy length p d ( p d < p f ) is the number of bits in f that may be perturbed by the data owner. Definition 2: Given a fuzzy length p d , and a collection of fingerprints, the fuzzy set S f, p d of a fingerprint f is the set of fingerprints in the collection whose values differ from f by at most
In Definition 2, the size of the fuzzy set |S f, p d | is upper bounded by 2 p d , but the actual size may be smaller due to the sparsity of the fingerprint space.
B. Operations in Our Protocol

1) PREPROCESS: This operation is run by the data owner
on each piece of sensitive data. a) The data owner chooses four public parameters
. q is the length of a shingle. p(x), is an irreducible polynomial (degree of p f + 1) used in Rabin fingerprint. Each fingerprint is p f -bit long and the fuzzy length is p d . M is a bitmask, which is p f -bit long and contains p d 0's at random positions. The positions of 1's and 0's in M indicate the bits to preserve and to randomize in the fuzzification, respectively. b) The data owner computes S, which is the set of all Rabin fingerprints of the piece of sensitive data. c) The data owner transforms each fingerprint f ∈ S into a fuzzy fingerprint f * with randomized bits (specified by the mask M). The procedure is described as follows: for each f ∈ S, the data owner generates a random p f -bit binary stringḟ , mask out the bits not randomized bẏ f = (NOT M) ANDḟ (1's in M indicate positions of bits not to randomize), and fuzzify f with f * = f XORḟ . The overall computation is described in (2) .
All fuzzy fingerprints are collected and form the output of this operation, the fuzzy fingerprint set, S * . 2) RELEASE: This operation is run by the data owner.
The fuzzy fingerprint set S * obtained by PREPROCESS is released to the DLD provider for use in the detection, along with the public parameters
The data owner keeps S for use in the subsequent POSTPROCESS operation. 3) MONITOR: This operation is run by the DLD provider.
The DLD provider monitors the network traffic T from the data owner's organization. Each packet in T is collected and the payload of it is sent to the next operation as the network traffic (binary) stringT . The payload of each packet is not the only choice to defineT . A more sophisticated approach could identify TCP flows and extract contents in a TCP session asT .
Contents of other protocols can also be retrieved if required by the detection metrics. 4) DETECT: This operation is run by the DLD provider on eachT as follows.
a) The DLD provider first computes the set of Rabin fingerprints of traffic contentT based on the public parameters. The set is denoted as T. b) The DLD provider tests whether each fingerprint f ∈ T is also in S * using the fuzzy equivalence test (3) .
gives the difference between f and f * . M AND ( f XOR f * ) filters the result leaving only the interesting bits (preserved bits with 1's in M). Because XOR yields 0 for equivalent bits, NOT is used to turn 0-bits into 1's (and 1's into 0's). The overall result from (3) is read as a boolean indicating whether or not f is equivalent to a fuzzy fingerprint f * ∈ S * .
(2) and (3) are designed in a pair, and M works the same in both equations by masking out fuzzified bits at same positions in each f , f * and f . All f with True values are record in a setT. c) The DLD provider aggregates the outputs from the preceding step and raises alerts based on a threshold. Our concrete aggregation formula is given in section V. 5) REPORT: If DETECTION onT yields an alert, the DLD provider reports the set of detected candidate leak instancesT to the data owner. 6) POSTPROCESS: After receivingT, the data owner test every f ∈T to see whether it is in S. A precise likelihood of data leaking is computed at the data owner's, which we discuss more in section V. In the protocol, because S f * , p d , the fuzzy set of f * , includes the original fingerprint f , the true data leak can be detected (i.e., true positive). Yet, due to the increased detection range, multiple values in S f * , p d may trigger alerts. Because S f * , p d is large for the given network flow, the DLD provider has a low probability of pinpointing the sensitive data, which can be bounded as shown in Section IV.
The DETECT operation can be performed between T and S * via set intersection test with a special equivalence test function (e.g. Formula 5 in Section V as one realization). The advantage of our method is that the additional matching instances introduced by fuzzy fingerprints protect the sensitive data from the DLD provider; yet they do not cause additional false alarms for the data owner, as the data owner can quickly distinguish true and false leak instances. Given the digest f of a piece of sensitive data, a large collection T of traffic fingerprints, and a positive integer K |T |, the data owner can choose a fuzzy length p d such that there are at least K − 1 other distinct digests in the fuzzy set of f , assuming that the shingles corresponding to these K digests are equally likely to be candidates for sensitive data and to appear in network traffic. A tight fuzzy length (i.e., the smallest p d value satisfying the privacy requirement) is important for efficient POSTPROCESS operation. Due to the dynamic nature of network traffic, p d needs to be estimated accordingly. There exists an obvious tradeoff between privacy and detection efficiency -large fuzzy set allows a fingerprint to hide among others and confuses the DLD provider, yet this indistinguishability results in more work in POSTPROCESS. We provide quantitative analysis on fuzzy fingerprint including empirical results on different sizes of fuzzy sets.
C. Extensions 1) Fingerprint Filter:
We develop this extension to use Bloom filter in the DETECT operation for efficient set intersection test. Bloom filter [19] is a well-known space-saving data structure for performing set-membership test. It applies multiple hash functions to each of the set elements and stores the resulting values in a bit vector; to test whether a value v belongs to the set, the filter checks each corresponding bit mapped with each hash function. Bloom filter in combination with Rabin fingerprint is referred to by us as the fingerprint filter. We use Rabin fingerprints with variety of modulus's in fingerprint filter as the hash functions, and we perform extensive experimental evaluation on both fingerprint filter and bloom filter with MD5/SHA in Section V.
2) Partial Disclosure: Using the min-wise independent property of Rabin fingerprint, the data owner can quickly disclose partial fuzzy fingerprints to the DLD provider. The purpose of partial disclosure is two-fold: i) to increase the scalability of the comparison in the DETECT operation, and ii) to reduce the exposure of data to the DLD provider for privacy. The method of partial release of sensitive data fingerprints is similar to the suppression technique in database anonymization [20] , [21] .
This extension requires a good uniform distribution random selection to avoid disclosure bias. The min-wise independence feature of Rabin fingerprint guarantees that the minimal fingerprint is coming from a (uniformly distributed) random shingle. The property is also valid for a minimum set of fingerprints and so the data owner can just select r smallest elements in S * to perform partial disclosure. The r elements are then sent to the DLD provider in RELEASE operation instead of S * . We implement the partial disclosure policy, evaluate its influence on detection rate, and verify the min-wise independence property of Rabin fingerprint in Section V.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
We analyze the security and privacy guarantees provided by our data-leak detection system, as well as discuss the sources of possible false negatives -data leak cases being overlooked and false positives -legitimate traffic misclassified as data leak in the detection. We point out the limitations associated with the proposed network-based DLD approaches.
A. Privacy Analysis
Our privacy goal is to prevent the DLD provider from inferring the exact knowledge of all sensitive data, both the outsourced sensitive data and the matched digests in network traffic. We quantify the probability for the DLD provider to infer the sensitive shingles as follows.
A polynomial-time adversary has no greater than 
The likelihood is fare because both sensitive data and network traffic contain binary data. It is difficult to predict the subspace of the sensitive data in the entire binary space. b) If the shingle form of f is not leaked in the traffic, the DLD provider cannot use the K traffic fingerprints, which match f * , to infer f . Alternatively, the DLD provider needs to brute force f * to get f , which is discussed as in the case of no match. ii) There is no match between sensitive and traffic fingerprints. The adversarial DLD provider needs to brute force reverse the Rabin fingerprinting computation to obtain the sensitive shingle. There are two difficulties in reversing a fingerprint: i) Rabin fingerprint is a one-way hash. ii) Multiple shingles can map to the same fingerprint. It requires to searching the complete set of possible shingles for a fingerprint and to identify the sensitive one from the set. This brute-force attack is difficult for a polynomial-time adversary, thus the success probability is not included. In summary, the DLD provider cannot decide whether the alerts (traffic fingerprints matched f * ) contain any leak 
B. Alert Rate
We quantify the rate of alerts expected in the traffic for a sensitive data entry (the fuzzified fingerprints set of a piece of sensitive data) given the following values: the total number of fuzzified sensitive fingerprints τ , the expected traffic fingerprints set size n, fingerprint length p f , fuzzy length p d , partial disclosure rate p s ∈ (0, 1], and the expected rate α, which is the percentage of fingerprints in the sensitive data entry that appear in the network traffic. The expected alert rate R is presented in (4) .
R is used to derive threshold S thres in the detection; S thres should be lower than R. The overhead of our privacypreserving approach over traditional fingerprinting data-leak detection solutions is tightly related to R and S thres , because there is an extra POSTPROCESS step in our approach after the DLD provider detects potential leaks. The less potential leaks the DLD provider reports back to the data owner, the less overhead is introduced by our privacy-preserving approach, while the less privacy is achieved since K is small.
C. Collisions
Collisions may be due to where the legitimate traffic happens to contain the partial sensitive-data fingerprints by coincidence. The collision may increase with shorter shingles, or smaller numbers of partial fingerprints, and may decrease if additional features such as the order of fingerprints are used for detection. A previous large-scale information-retrieval study empirically demonstrated the low rate of this type of collisions in Rabin fingerprint [18] , which is a desirable property suggesting low unwanted false alarms in our DLD setting. Collisions due to two distinct shingles generating the same fingerprint are proved to be low [17] and are negligible.
D. Space of Sensitive Data
The space of all text-based sensitive data may be smaller than the space of all possible shingles. Yet, when including non-ASCII sensitive data (text in UTF-8 or binaries), the space of sensitive data can be significantly expanded. A restricted space limits K and can expose the fuzzified fingerprint. For instance, one may assume that a password has higher entropy than normal English shingles, thus a fuzzy fingerprint of a password rules out much space of S f, p d where normal English lives. The full space with a variety of text encodings and binaries ensures that the major space is still there shadowing the fuzzy fingerprint.
E. Short Polynomial Modulus
A naive alternative to the fuzzy fingerprint mechanism is to use a shorter polynomial modulus to compute Rabin fingerprints (e.g., 16-bit instead of 32-bit). This approach increases collisions for fuzzification purpose. However, one issue of this approach is that true positive and false positives yield the same fingerprint value due to collision, which prevents the data owner from telling true positives apart from false positives. In addition, our fuzzy fingerprint approach is more flexible from the deployment perspective, as the data owner can adjust and fine-tune the privacy and accuracy in the detection without recomputing the fingerprints. In contrast, the precision is fixed in the naive shorter polynomial approach unless fingerprints are recomputed.
Limitations: we point out three major limitations of our detection approach within our threat model.
F. Modified Data Leak
The underlying shingle scheme of our approach has limited power to capture heavily modified data leaks. False negatives (i.e., failure to detect data leak) may occur due to the data modification (e.g., reformatting). The new shingles/fingerprints may not resemble the original ones, and cannot be detected. As a result, a packet may evade the detection. In our experiments, we evaluate the impact of several types of data transformation in real world scenarios. The modified data-leak detection problem is a general problem for all comparisonbased data-leak detection solutions. More advanced content comparison techniques than shingles/fingerprints are needed to fully address the issue.
G. Dynamic Sensitive Data
For protecting dynamically changing data such as source code or documents under constant development or keystroke data, the digests need to be continuously updated for detection, which may not be efficient or practical. We raise the issue of how to efficiently detect dynamic data with a network-based approach as an open problem to investigate by the community.
H. Selective Fragments Leak
The partial disclosure scheme may result in false negatives, i.e., the leaked data may evade the detection because it is not covered by the released fingerprints. This issue illustrates the tradeoff among detection accuracy, privacy guarantee and detection efficiency. Fortunately, it is expensive for an attacker to escape the detection with partial disclosure. On one hand, Rabin fingerprint guarantees that every fingerprint has the same probability to be selected and released through its minwise independence property. Deliberately choosing unreleased segments from sensitive data is not easy. On the other hand, even figuring out which fingerprints are not released, one needs leaking inconsecutive bytes to bypass the detection. It usually makes no sense to leak inconsecutive bytes from sensitive data. Some format, e.g., binary, may be destroyed through the leaking.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We implement our fuzzy fingerprint framework in Python, including packet collection, shingling, Rabin fingerprinting, as well as partial disclosure and fingerprint filter extensions. Our implementation of Rabin fingerprint is based on cyclic redundancy code (CRC). We use the padding scheme mentioned in [22] to handle small inputs. In all experiments, the shingles are in 8-byte, and the fingerprints are in 32-bit (33-bit irreducible polynomials in Rabin fingerprint). We set up a networking environment in VirtualBox, and make a scenario where the sensitive data is leaked from a local network to the Internet. Multiple users' hosts (Windows 7) are put in the local network, which connect to the Internet via a gateway (Fedora). Multiple servers (HTTP, FTP, etc.) and an attacker-controlled host are put on the Internet side. The gateway dumps the network traffic and sends it to a DLD server/provider (Linux). Using the sensitive-data fingerprints defined by the users in the local network, the DLD server performs off-line data-leak detection. The speed aspect of privacy-preserving data-leak detection is another topic and we study it in [23] .
In our prototype system, the DLD server detects the sensitive data within each packet on basis of a stateless filtering system. We define the sensitivity of a packet in (5), which is used by the DLD provider in DETECTION. It indicates the likelihood of a packet containing sensitive data.
T is the set of all fingerprints extracted in a packet. S * is the set of all sensitive fuzzy fingerprints. For each piece of sensitive data, the data owner computes S * and reveals a partial setS * (S * ⊆ S * ) to the DLD provider. The operator t indicates right shifting every fingerprint in a set by t bits, which is the implementation of a simple mask M in our protocol (Section III-B). |S * |/|S * | estimates the leaking level of S * according to the revealed and tested partial setS * . When too few fuzzy fingerprints are revealed, e.g., 10%, the samples may not sufficiently describe the leaking characteristic of the traffic, and the estimation can be imprecise. For each packet, the DLD server computes S packet (S packet ∈ [0, 1]). If it is higher than a threshold S thres ∈ (0, 1), T is reported back to the data owner, and the data owner uses (6) to determine whether it is a real leak in POSTPROCESS.
The difference between (5) operated by the DLD provider and (6) by the data owner is that the original fingerprints S are used in (6) instead of the sampled and fuzzified setS * in (5), so the data owner can pinpoint the exact leaks.
The use of S packet and S thres for detection is important because individual shingles or fingerprints are not accurate features to represent an entire piece of sensitive data. Sensitive data can share strings with non-sensitive data, e.g., formatting strings, which results in occasionally reported sensitive fingerprints. S packet is an accumulated score and S thres filters out packets with occasionally discovered sensitive fingerprints.
The evaluation goal is to answer the following questions: 1) Can our solution accurately detect sensitive data leak in the traffic with low false positives (false alarms) and high true positives (real leaks)? 2) Does using partial sensitive-data fingerprints reduce the detection accuracy in our system? 3) What is the performance advantage of our fingerprint filter over traditional Bloom filter with SHA-1? 4) How to choose a proper fuzzy length and make a balance between the privacy need and the number of alerts? In the following subsection, we experimentally addressed and answered all the questions. For the first three questions, we present results based on the S packet value calculated in (6) . The first and second questions are answered in Section V-A. The third question is discussed in Section V-B. The last question is designed to understand the properties of fuzzification and partial disclosure, and it is addressed in Section V-C.
A. Accuracy Evaluation
We evaluate the detection accuracy in simple and complex leaking scenarios. First we test the detection rate and false positive rate in three simple experiments where the sensitive data is leaked in its original form or not leaked. Then we present accuracy evaluation on more complex leaking experiments to reproduce various real-world leaking detection scenarios.
1) Simple Leaking Scenarios:
We test our prototype without partial disclosure in simple leaking scenarios, i.e.,S * = S * . We generate 20,000 personal financial records as the sensitive data and store them in a text file. The data contains person name, social security number, credit card number, credit card expiration date, and credit card CVV.
To evaluate the accuracy of our strategy, we perform three separate experiments using the same sensitive dataset:
Exp. Table I . Among the three experiments, the first one is designed to infer true positive rate. We manually check each packet and the DLD server detects all 651 real sensitive packets (all of them have sensitivity values greater than 0.9). The sensitivity value is less than one, because the high-layer headers (e.g., HTTP) in a packet are not sensitive. The next two experiments are designed to estimate the false positive rate. We found that none of the packets has a sensitivity value greater than 0.05. The results indicate that our design performs as expected on plaintext. 
2) Complex Leaking Scenarios:
The data owner may reveal a subset of sensitive data's fingerprints to the DLD server for detection, as opposed to the entire set. We are particularly interested in measuring the percentage of revealed fingerprints that can be detected in the traffic, assuming that fingerprints are equally likely to be leaked. 2 We reproduce four real-world scenarios where data leaks are caused by human users or software applications.
Exp.4 Web leak: a user posts sensitive data on wiki (MediaWiki) and blog (WordPress) pages. Exp.5 Backdoor leak: a program (Glacier) on the user's machine (Windows 7) leaks sensitive data.
Exp.6 Browser leak: a malicious Firefox extension
FFsniFF records the information in sensitive web forms, and emails the data to the attacker. Exp.7 Keylogging leak: a keylogger EZRecKb exports intercepted keystroke values on a user's host. 3 It connects to a SMTP server on the Internet side and sends its log of keystrokes periodically.
In these four experiments, the source file of TCP/IP page on Wikipedia (24KB in text) is used as the sensitive data. The detection is performed at various partial disclosure rate. The subset of the sensitive fingerprints is selected randomly. The sensitivity threshold is S thres = 0.05. The results show that the use of partial sensitive-data fingerprints does not much degrade the detection rate compared to the use of full sets of sensitive-data fingerprints. However, extreme small sampling rates, e.g., 10%, may not provide sufficient numbers of fingerprints to describe the leaking characteristic of the traffic. The packet sensitivity estimation (|S|/|S| in (6)) magnifies the signal (the real sensitivity of a packet) as well as the noise produced by fingerprint sampling. The precision could be affected and drops, e.g., 6 packets with 10% vs. 3 packets with 100% for Keylogger in Fig. 2 (b) .
In Fig. 2 (a) , the sensitivities of experiments vary due to different levels of modification by the leaking programs, which makes it difficult to perform detection. WordPress substitutes spaces with +'s when sending the HTTP POST request. EZRecKb inserts function-key as labels into the original text. Typing typos and corrections also bring in modification to the original sensitive data. In Fig. 2 (b) , [all] results contain both outbound and inbound traffic and double the real number of sensitive packets in Blog and Wiki scenarios due to HTML fetching and displaying of the submitted data.
B. Runtime Comparison
Our fingerprint filter implementation is based on the Bloom filter library in Python (Pybloom). We compare the runtime of Bloom filter provided by standard Pybloom (with dynamically selected hash function from MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512) and that of fingerprint filter with Rabin fingerprint. For Bloom filters and fingerprint filters, we test their performance with 2, 6, and 10 hash functions. We inspect 100 packets with random content against 10 pieces sensitive data at various lengths -there are a total of 1,625,600 fingerprints generated from the traffic and 76,160 pieces of fingerprints from the sensitive data. We present the time for detection per packet in Fig. 3 (a) . It shows that fingerprint filters run faster than Bloom filters, which is expected as Rabin fingerprint is easier to compute than MD5/SHA. The gap is not significant due to the fact that Python uses a virtualization architecture. We have the core hash computations implemented in Python C/C++ extension, but the remaining control flow and function call statements are in pure Python. The performance difference between Rabin fingerprint and MD5/SHA is largely masked by the runtime overhead spent on non-hash related operations.
In Fig. 3 (a) , the number of hash functions used in Bloom filters does not significantly impact their runtime, because only one hash function is operated in most cases for Bloom filters. Pybloom automatically chooses SHA-256 for Bloom filter with 6 hash functions and SHA-384 for Bloom filter with 10 hash functions. One hash is sufficient to distinguish 32-bits fingerprints. MD5 is automatically chosen for the Bloom filter with 2 hash functions, which gives more collisions and the second hash could be involved. We speculate this is the reason why Bloom filter with 2 hashes is slower than Bloom filters with 6 or 10 hashes. All of our fingerprint filters use 32-bit Rabin fingerprint functions. The small output space requires more than one hash for a membership test, so there is more significant overhead when a fingerprint filter is equipped with more hashes (6 vs. 2 and 10 vs. 6).
The filter construction time is shown in Fig. 3 (b) . It shares similar characteristics with the detection time. Filters with more hash functions require more time to initialize, because every hash function need to be computed. The construction of fingerprint filters, especially assigning the irreducible polynomials p(x) for each Rabin fingerprint, is written in pure Python, which is significantly slower than SHA-256 and SHA-384 encapsulated using Python C/C++ extension.
C. Sizes of Fuzzy Sets vs. Fuzzy Length
The size of fuzzy set corresponds to the K value in our definition of privacy goal. The higher K is, the more difficult it is for a DLD provider to infer the original sensitive data using our fuzzy fingerprinting mechanism -the fingerprint of the sensitive data hides among its neighboring fingerprints.
We empirically evaluate the average size of the fuzzy set associated with a given fuzzy length with both Brown Corpus (text) and real-world network traffic (text & binary).
• Brown Corpus: The Brown University Standard Corpus of Present-Day American English [24] . It contains 500 samples of English text across 15 genres, and there are 1,014,312 words in total.
• Network traffic: 500MB Internet traffic dump collected by us on a single host. It includes a variety of network traffic: multimedia Internet surfing (images, video, etc.), binary downloading, software and system updates, user profile synchronization, etc. We aim to show the trend of how the fuzzy-set sizes changes with the fuzzy length, which can be used to select the optimal fuzzy length used in the algorithm. We compute 32-bit fingerprints from the datasets, and then count the number of neighbors for each fingerprint. Fig. 4 shows the estimated and observed sizes of fuzzy sets for fuzzy lengths in the range of [14, 27] for 218,652 and 189,878 fingerprints generated from the Brown Corpus dataset and the network traffic dataset.
The figure shows that the empirical results observed are very close with the expected values of the fuzzy set sizes computed based on our analysis in Section IV. This close fit also indicates the uniform distribution of the fingerprints.
The fuzzy set is small when the fuzzy length is small, which is due to the sparsity nature of Rabin fingerprints. Given an estimated composition of traffic content, the data owner can use the result of this experiment to determine the optimal fuzzy length. In the datasets evaluated in the experiments, for fuzzy length of 26 and 27 bits, the K values are above 1,500 and 3,000, respectively. Because the data owner can defuzzify in POSTPROCESS very quickly, the false positives can be sifted out by the data owner. We also find that for a fixed fuzzy length the distribution of fuzzy-set sizes follows a Gaussian distribution. Different datasets may have different K size characteristics. We demonstrate the feasibility of estimating the fuzzy set sizes, which illustrates how fuzzy fingerprintings can be used to realize a privacy goal.
1) Summary: Our detection rates in terms of the number of sensitive packets found do not decrease much with the decreasing size of disclosed fingerprint sets in Fig. 2 , even when only 10% of the sensitive-data fingerprints are used for detection. Our experiments evaluate several noisy conditions such as noise insertion -MediaWiki-based leak scenario, and data substitution -for the keylogger-and WordPressbased leak scenarios. Our results indicate that our fingerprint filter can tolerate these three types of noises in the traffic to some degree. Our approach works well especially in the case where consecutive data blocks are leaked (i.e., local data features are preserved). When the noises spread across the data and destroy the local features (e.g., replacing every space with another character), the detection rate decreases as expected. The use of shorter shingles mitigates the problem, but it may increase false positives. How to improve the noise tolerance property in those conditions remains an open problem. Our fuzzy fingerprint mechanism supports the detection of dataleak at various sizes and granularities. We study the fuzzy set size and also verify the min-wise independence property of Rabin fingerprint, which are the building blocks of our fuzzy fingerprint method.
VI. RELATED WORK There have been several advances in understanding the privacy needs [25] or the privacy requirement of security applications [26] . In this paper, we identify the privacy needs in an outsourced data-leak detection service and provide a systematic solution to enable privacy-preserving DLD services.
Shingle with Rabin fingerprint [15] was used previously for identifying similar spam messages in a collaborative setting [27] , as well as collaborative worm containment [28] , virus scan [29] , and fragment detection [30] .
In comparison, we tackle the unique data-leak detection problem in an outsourced setting where the DLD provider is not fully trusted. Such privacy requirement does not exist in above models, e.g., the virus signatures are non-sensitive in the virus-scan paradigm [29] . We propose the fuzzy fingerprint approach to meet the special privacy requirement and present the first systematic solution to privacy-preserving data-leak detection with convincing results.
Most data-leak detection products offered by the industry, e.g., Symantec DLP [31] , Global Velocity [32] , Identity Finder [4] , do not have the privacy-preserving feature and cannot be outsourced. GoCloudDLP [33] is a little different, which allows its customers to outsource the detection to a fully honest DLD provider. Our fuzzy fingerprint method differs from these solutions and enables its adopter to provide dataleak detection as a service. The customer or data owner does not need to fully trust the DLD provider using our approach.
Bloom filter [19] is a space-saving data structure for set membership test, and it is used in network security from network layer [34] to application layer [35] . The fuzzy Bloom filter invented in [36] constructs a special Bloom filter that probabilistically sets the corresponding filter bits to 1's. Although it is designed to support a resource-sufficient routing scheme, it is a potential privacy-preserving technique. We do not invent a variant of Bloom filter for our fuzzy fingerprint, and our fuzzification process is separate from membership test. The advantage of separating fingerprint fuzzification from membership test is that it is flexible to test whether the fingerprint is sensitive with or without fuzzification.
Besides fingerprint-based detection, other approaches can be applied to data-leak detection. If the sensitive data size is small and the patterns of all sensitive data are enumerable, string matching [37] , [38] in network intrusion detection system (such as SNORT [39] or Bro [40] ) can be used to detect data leaks. Privacy-preserving keyword search [41] or fuzzy keyword search [42] provide string matching approaches in semi-honest environments, but keywords usually do not cover enough sensitive data segments for data-leak detection.
Anomaly detection in network traffic can be used to detect data leaks. [5] detects any substantial increase in the amount of new information in the traffic, and entropy analysis is used in [43] . We present a signature-based model to detect data leaks and focus on the design that can be outsourced, thus the two approaches are different.
Another category of approaches for data-leak detection is tracing and enforcing the sensitive data flows. The approaches include data flow and taint analysis [6] , legal flow marking [44] , and file-descriptor sharing enforcement [8] . These approaches are different from ours because they do not aim to provide an remote service. However, pure network-based solution cannot handle maliciously encrypted traffic [45] , and these methods are complementary to our approach in detecting different forms (e.g., encrypted) of data leaks.
Besides our fuzzy fingerprint solution for data-leak detection, there are other privacy-preserving techniques invented for specific processes, e.g., DNA matching [46] , or for general purpose use, e.g., secure multi-party computation (SMC). Similar to string matching methods discussed above, [46] uses anonymous automata to perform comparison. SMC [47] is a cryptographic mechanism, which supports a wide range of fundamental arithmetic, set, and string operations as well as complex functions such as knapsack computation [48] , automated trouble-shooting [49] , network event statistics [50] , [51] , private information retrieval [52] , genomic computation [53] , private database query [54] , private join operations [55] , and distributed data mining [56] . The provable privacy guarantees offered by SMC comes at a cost in terms of computational complexity and realization difficulty. The advantage of our approach is its concision and efficiency.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed fuzzy fingerprint, a privacy-preserving data-leak detection model and present its realization. Using special digests, the exposure of the sensitive data is kept to a minimum during the detection. We have conducted extensive experiments to validate the accuracy, privacy, and efficiency of our solutions. For future work, we plan to focus on designing a host-assisted mechanism for the complete data-leak detection for large-scale organizations.
